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Hello everyone,
What a strange year 2022 was, challenging in 
many respects for everybody as communities felt 
the impact of high prices, not just with energy 
but with the cost of food and essential items.
Rotarians have had to work harder than ever to 
assist those in need, including our international 
friends in Ukraine, our fight to End Polio Now, 
and eradicate this awful disease in children 
throughout all the world.
The majority of our Rotary Clubs in Cumbria and 
Lancashire are now back to normal business, 
albeit with many changing differing styles of 
meeting.
Some clubs have lost valuable members over the 
last few years, these loses have been through 
covid and natural causes, but the people who 
have been lost have given so much ‘Service above 
Self’ to better other people’s lives and we will 
never forget them. Many laid the foundations of 
the clubs that exist now.
There are 61 Rotary Clubs in Cumbria and 
Lancashire with over 1,300 members. To keep 
up the work in our communities and with our 
international projects, we need your help. Our 
clubs would welcome your support, and we 
have clubs that are diverse and will fit in with all 
lifestyles. In return you will get the satisfaction 
of putting something back and assisting those 
less fortunate. Rotary offers many benefits, 
including Leadership Development, training the 
opportunity to make new friends and networking 
opportunities. I would be more than happy to 
speak to individuals, businesses and existing 
groups to tell you more.

Why not join us at a Rotary Club new you, you 
will receive a very warm welcome. Happy New 
Year to all.

Kath Bromilow

governor@rotary1190.org
membership@rotary1190.org

Cover photo:  Wrap Up Lancashire & Cumbria
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District Governor Cumbria & Lancashire

Editor’s Comments
Welcome to edition number 14 of the Rotary 
Norwest magazine, highlighting just some of 
the activities involving Rotary taking place all 
over Cumbria & Lancashire.

If you are reading this little magazine for the 
first time, please enjoy and if you would be kind 
enough to please pass onto someone else you 
know to read, or alternatively place in some 
convenient place for others to read and enjoy, 
thank you.

Ian S. McTurk, Norwest Editor

E: ismcturk@gmail.com
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Leyland Rotary joined numerous 
other businesses to help turn ‘miles 
into money’ as part of the Leyland 
Trucks ‘Fun Day’ held in August, by 
sponsoring the 10k walk/run.

Over 5,000 visitors enjoyed the day, 
whilst raising a magnificent £14,000 
in support of local cancer charities - St 
Catherine’s Hospice, Rosemere Cancer 
Foundation and Macmillan Cancer 
Care.

John Parker, the President of Leyland 
Rotary, said ‘It’s inspiring to see 
Leyland Trucks reaching out to 
connect with the local community and 
so many diverse businesses and we 
are extremely proud to be involved in 
the Linking Leyland project.  Rotary’s 
motto of ‘Service Above Self’ clearly 
fits with the ethos of bringing people 
together to help each other’.

Rotary Linking Up with Leyland 
Trucks 2022: ‘Linking Leyland’
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Group Digs Deep to
help People to
stay healthy
An initiative has been launched in Cockermouth, 
encouraging the community to produce and 
share fruit and vegetables.
Cockermouth Rotary has launched ‘Incredible 
Edibles’ and the Town mayor Andrew Semple, 
joined Rotarians and planted some of the first 
fruit trees in Harris Park, which is owned by the 
town council.
So far, Rotarians planted a total of 12 fruit 
trees in the river side park, with more to follow 
alongside the outdoor gym, in the hope that 
locals will enjoy in the future.
“The vision of incredible edibles is to create kind, 
confident and connected communities, through 
the power of food but also in this time of need, 
to help support people to have fresh fruit, 
vegetables and herbs and a place where they can 
meet and chat.” said Rotarian Val Ayre.

Rotary also have permission to plant 
herbs around the old bandstand in 
Harris Park and further fruit trees in 
that area. As well as vegetables in 
the planters on the Jubilee Bridge.
“We are looking for anyone who 
wants to be involved volunteering 
looking after the plots or raising 
awareness of the project to help 
increase our offer across the town.” 
said Val.
Rotary President Julia Mather, 
came up with the idea having seen 
evidence of similar successful projects 
around the Country involving other 
Rotary Clubs. One of the main areas 
of Rotary Focus, is ‘The Environment’ 
and helping people, said Val.
Grateful thanks must go to 
Oakhurst Garden Centre and the 
Lakes Homecentre for supporting 
Cockermouth Rotary with new and 
exciting project.
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At the beginning of November seventeen 
Rotakids from Rockcliffe School along with 
their teachers planted 1000 crocus bulbs 
opposite the school.   The pattern was dug 
out by Rotarian Tony Parrini from Brampton 
& Longtown Rotary Club, and then the 
youngsters undertook the planting and 
replaced the divots of turf themselves.
They are looking forward to the spring 
when there should be an excellent display 
of colour.

The planting of crocus bulbs is used by 
Rotary Clubs around the world to raise 
awareness of their campaign to rid the 
world of polio.  The campaign to eradicate 
polio has been running for more than 35 
years. Polio cases have been reduced by 
99.9 percent since Rotary’s first project to 
vaccinate children in the Philippines in 1979.

Rotakids Groups are often based in 
junior schools and are a great way for 
the youngsters to make friends, become 
involved in projects and fundraising in their 
local communities whilst learning about 
citizenship.  The different Rotakids groups 
decide upon their own activities, whilst 
having fun, and are supported by their 
teachers and the local Rotary club.  

Headteacher at Rockcliffe School, Amanda 
Lee said “this activity was the first for our 
Rotakids Club and we hope that through 
this school year the Club will learn more 
about themselves by organising and 
running their own fund raising activities for 
the benefit of others”.

Rockcliffe Rotakids 
Planting Crocuses Brampton & Longtown 

Press Release 22 November 2022

For more information about the Rotary Club of Brampton & Longtown or Rotakids look at their 
Facebook page or web site. You can also send an email to their secretary

secretary@bramptonlongtown.rotary1190.org  |  www.facebook.com/bramptonlongtownrotary
www.bramptonlongtown.rotary1190.org

www.endpolio.org
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With Assistant Governor John Edwards at the wheel of his fully restored 1960 Leyland 
Tiger Cub single deck bus, a party of Lytham Rotarians, their partners and friends were 
transported to Barton Grange, Brock near Garstang (not to be confused with Barton Manor 
where the 2023 District Conference is to be held) there to embark on one of Kingfisher 
Cruises well-presented canal boats.

A leisurely 2-hour cruise followed on the Lancaster Canal, which at 4mph provided the 
opportunity to enjoy relaxed conversation and admire the splendid scenery of this rural part 
of Lancashire and also partake in a sumptuous afternoon tea. The beautifully restored bus 
returned the party safely to Lytham after what was considered to be a most successful first 
Fellowship event in Dr. Philip Smith’s year as President. The President said, “What a fabulous 
afternoon out with excellent weather and good company.”

Lytham Rotary Having Fun
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War shelter for Single Mother and Child – Bryukhovychi /Lviv 
(UA) US It is a relatively old convent building where the nuns 
live. The nuns put the upper floor at the disposal of refugees, 
while they themselves live downstairs. There are now 30 people 
living there - mostly single mothers with children from war 
zones. The fathers are either at the front , or are no longer alive. 
Very valualble is close cooperation with hte Lublin Children 
Hospice of Little Prince.

Hospice provides the Convent with the gifts in nature, medicines 
and treatment less sick patients. The building has never housed 
so many people, hence the nuns need urgent help. It has been 
adapted to the strict monastic life so far, and lacks :

• Basic equipment in modern household appliances (washing 
machines, refrigerators, dishwashers, equipment for 
children’s education, even anti-alarm curtains in the 
windows, fuel, etc.).

• One wall urgently needs to be repaired, because the water 
pipes freeze in winter and winter approaches

• Urgent repair needs one side of the roof because it leaks 
inside during the rain. 

The total needed amout is about 35,000,-USD and not in 
the form of GG, but in the form of immediate direct help to be 
mmanaged by Rotary Club LublinCentrum in close cooperation 
with International Police Association (IPA)

A new primary school for disadvantaged children was constructed in Moshi in 2021. Unfortunately, 
the area is very dry, and the only available water comes from city supply which is inadequate and 
does not meet the demands of the school. Hence, the only option was digging a well with an 
overhead tank and installation of a pump for the needs of the school to maintain sanitation and 
hygiene.
The task of digging the well was made possible through the support of the Rotary club of Hai, 
Kilimanjaro and Penrith Rotary, District 1190, UK and began in earnest in 2021. Mechanical drilling 
was used to reach the water table at 80 meters, and the well was constructed with an overhead 
tank along with installation of a pump.
The school now has a constant supply of clean water for 35 children. The impact of this project has 
been clearly seen in many ways. The school has been able to use the money previously used to pay 
for water bill towards school development including 
the construction of new classrooms for future use.
The school now has sustainable water which is used 
for vegetable gardens, trees and school gardens. 
There has been an increase in green areas in the 
school premises due to available water. The school 
has been able to provide water to several families 
around the school, and neighbours who do not have 
running water in their homes. All these have been 
achieved through this project.

Project Bryukhovichi

WATER PROJECT AT
BRIGHT FUTURE SCHOOL
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The Queen’s Platinum
Jubilee Green Canopy
420 native British trees will be planted by Penrith 
Rotary. Penrith Town Council has made the land 
available for the project - at Thacka Field, at the south 
end of the town and Fairhill at the northern end. 
Creating native species woodland in public spaces 
improves their amenity value and improves the 
biodiversity of plants and wildlife. Each tree planted 
also brings benefits to climate change, now and in the 
future.

The Rotary Club invited 4Eden, a local learning 
disability charity, to plant the trees, alongside Penrith 
Rotary members. The first sapling was planted at 
Thacka Field by John Shorter, the president of Penrith 
Rotary, Charlie Shepherd, the Mayor of Penrith and 
Jacqui Taylor, the Chief officer of 4Eden. All of whom, 
incidentally, are members of Penrith Rotary

The five species of tree being 
planted are: Hazel, Holly, Crab 
Apple, Hawthorne, Goat Willow 
and Downy Birch. These native 
trees are well suited to our climate. 
Penrith Town Council will maintain 
the trees. John Shorter says he is 
delighted that the Penrith Rotary 
had been successful in responding 
to the Diamond Jubilee appeal to 
plant community woodland which 
would bring so many benefits for 
years to come. He also wished to 
thank the Town Council and 4Eden 
who had made the tree planting 
possible.

Charlie Shepherd said, the Town 
Council had given its full support 
and a green grant to the project 
because of its clear benefits to the 
community and the environment. 
It was also in tune with the 
council’s approach to biodiversity 

and sustainability. Jacqui Taylor said, that 4Eden is proud to support our local community and 
thanks Penrith Rotary for offering their Fixit4Eden team the opportunity to plan the trees. She 
added that the Fixit4Eden team are members of 4Eden who are keen to learn and work in their 
local community, demonstrating that people with learning disabilities and those on the autistic 
spectrum can achieve great things together, supporting each other, pulling together as a team 
and leaving a legacy for the future.
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Fleetwood

Fleetwood Beach Wheelchairs
Fantastic Beach Access for EVERY member 
of the family
Have you ever had that difficult decision that despite your efforts 
you simply can’t get a wheelchair onto the beach so that all the 
family can be together?
• Together to take shoes and socks off and feel the sea water 

between your toes?
• Together to watch sand castles being built and then 

destroyed?
• Together to eat sandwiches that actually contain sand? !!!
• Together to skim stones over the incoming tide..?

Well now you can...
Fleetwood Beach Wheelchairs has a fleet of specially 
engineered wheelchairs built specifically to ride easily over the 
soft sand and beach pebbles.
Created using marine steel to withstand the salty seas enabling 
you to actually take them into the edge of the water, throw 
stones, splash around and have FUN with a capital F...!!!

Easy Access to The WheelBase
Ideally located within 30 yards of the short beach access ramp.

The headquarters has all the necessary equipment and 

facilities to enable easy transfer (using our electric hoist) from 
your own chair to our Sand Cruisers.

Free car parking right next to our base.

Freephone booking system for advanced bookings or just turn 
up and see what’s available on the day (see opening times).

And... The cost to you?

IT IS TOTALLY FREE - NO CHARGE

To Book Freephone:

0300 011 1003
And one of our stewards will 
arrange a date and time and 

ensure someone will be at the 
Wheelbase to meet you.

Winter Opening Times:
Monday - Friday

- by appointment only

Saturday & Sunday
10am to 4pm

Where are we?
The WheelBase is on the 

promenade, next to the central 
carpark and opposite the Mount 

Hotel / The Boston Hotel...
See the aerial photo here.
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Charity No: 1187870 
Funded by Donations 

Run by Volunteers 

Freephone: 03000 111 003 
W: fleetwoodbeachwheelchairs.co.uk 

Fleetwood Town 
Council 

Call in and 
say hello..!!! 
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I recently had the privilege of meeting two remarkable women who had endured hardship 
in Russia and Ukraine and came to Kirkham Rotary to tell us about their experiences.

“Kirkham Rotarians were left spellbound after hearing the exploits of two enterprising 
women, one of whom had suffered hardship and deprivation on her journey to reach the 
safety of England.

Zoe Barker-Moss now runs an interior design business in Lytham but lived in Ukraine for 
seventeen years and Russia for three years making a living designing and building houses 
in Ukraine and working as a sculptor in Siberia, where she lived for eighteen months as a 
sculptor and organised art exhibitions in London to help Siberian artists.

Whilst living in Ukraine, Zoe’s own house was raided and taken away from her on two 
occasions by criminal gangs. She managed to get it back and has since lost it again at the 
start of the war after the Russian invasion. She understands what it is like to lose one’s 
home.

Olga Borysenko, a former criminal investigator for the police in Kiev, is now a Ukrainian 
refugee, having fled from her home in Kiev with her mother and daughter. They now live 
with Zoe in Lytham. Olga helped to build a criminal case to help Zoe protect her house.

Olga movingly described her ordeal from the start of the Russian invasion when her 
husband, a police officer, was given a Kalashnikov rifle and told to go and defend his 
country. Everyone was in shock. They could not believe that Russia had started a war.

The horror of war in
Ukraine outlined first-hand
in talk to Kirkham Rotarians

Kirkham & Rural Fylde
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With her husband now on full alert and busy, Olga’s family was divided! Her three-year-old 
daughter was in the care of Olga’s mother in the south-west, in the Carpathian Mountain 
area where they were relatively safe.

Olga decided to leave Kiev which was very unsafe. Her home was near to a military base 
and so was vulnerable to attack. In shock, she drove to a friend’s home in central Ukraine 
passing tanks and army vehicles, not knowing who had control of the areas she was passing 
through, Ukrainians or Russians.

She only stayed with her friend for a week because she was desperate to reach her 
daughter and mother. The only route was to be by an evacuation train back from Kiev to 
the Romanian border.

Olga left her car in central Ukraine and hitch- hiked back to Kiev. Her husband, as a police 
officer, managed to get her on a train out of Kiev. He stayed behind! Thousands of people 
were trying to leave. Even though people had money there was no food to buy. What little 
food people had in their carriage they gave to a large group of orphaned children. The 
train was fired-on during the journey but after twelve hours it reached its destination.

Olga took refuge in a hospital where she slept ten to a room. The next day she was 
re-united with her mother and daughter. They remained in the hospital but had to go to air 
raid shelters several times during the night. They remained at the Romanian border for two 
months waiting for visas to arrive from England but eventually made a twelve-hour journey 
from Bucharest to Manchester.

Olga has applied to UCLAN to study International Relations. Her daughter attends a 
playgroup one day a week and is picking-up English. Olga’s mother was a head nurse for 
fifteen years but she has found work in a fish and chip shop in Lytham,

Zoe has two charities running. One is Animals 
of Ukraine which, in conjunction with BEVA 
and WHW, successfully delivers aid all over 
Ukraine. The other is for the people of 
Ukraine. She is currently raising money for 
children who have been raped by Russian 
soldiers.” Paul Leeson

L-R Olga Borysenko, President Richard Bell 
RCK&RF and Zoe Barker-Moss
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...for over 10 years The Bowness Bay Blues weekend, originally a concept of Windermere Rotary, 
has raised many thousands of pounds for local charities. 
More recently, Kendal Rotary have organised the event, with the valued help of some ex-
Windermere Rotarians. The last two years have been a struggle due to lockdowns and reduced 
capacity in the venues. However, this year Rotary managed to donate £1,500 between the two 
air ambulances.
The 2022 Bay Blues involved 28 bands spread over 11 venues. It is difficult to estimate the actual 
number of people attending, as some of the venues are free to enter. The majority of the events 
were well supported.
The next Bowness Bay Blues weekend is from 31st March to 2nd April 2023 please enter the dates 
in your diary.

President Richard Dugdale BEM of Ribblesdale Rotary along 
with fellow Rotarians, hosted ‘Coffee and Scones’ on The Green 
at Bolton on Saturday last.  Despite poor weather Members, 
Inner Wheel Members, Parishioners and the Rector, Mark 
Williams enjoyed an outdoor social, whilst hearing about Rotary 
International’s 37 continuous years of worldwide work, towards 
the eradication of Polio from the world.  The morning was 
capped with a village heritage walk, reminding all how lucky 
they were to enjoy a simple ‘walk’, and of the crippling effects 
of Polio, which still remains to be completely defeated.

Kendal Rotary...

WORLD POLIO DAY
and RIBBLESDALE ROTARY
at BOLTON by BOWLAND
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Poulton-le-Fylde

Poulton Rotary emerged from the shadows of the Covid19 pandemic and straight into the record 
books.
After a break of three years the skies over Poulton were lit up for the town’s best ever Bonfire 
and Fireworks event, in front of a record crowd of over 4,000.
Remember, remember the 36th event organised by Poulton-le-Fylde Rotary - how could it be 
forgotten.
The towns Cottam Hall fields was awash with people of all ages enjoying food stalls, a fair 
ground, and a live band.
The town’s Mayor enlisted the help of three year old Hattie Whelan to get the firework display 
started.
Wyre Mayor Councillor Julie Robinson ‘lit’ the fireworks after the bonfire had been fired and 
entertainment had been provided by Trident Party Trio.
Many people took to Facebook later to report on the great event.
Among them, Sarah Middleton who said: “Enjoyed tonight and even better when you know the 
money is going to a worthy cause.”
Two of those causes were Brian House children’s 
hospice and the Stroke Association with other 
local charities also set to benefit from the event.
Poulton Rotary President Mike Kemp has thanked 
the team members whose hard work had been 
well rewarded and the visitors to the event who 
had made it “the best bonfire ever.”
The final amount raised is over £14,000 - a 
remarkable achievement and major awareness 
event to promote Rotary in the community.

  Wyre Mayor Julie Robinson was assisted by    
  young visitor Hattie to light the fireworks
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In November local Rotarians and friends from Hyndburn working together planted over 100 trees, 
as part of this National Campaign. John Bailey, the Greens Chair at Green Haworth Golf Club was 
keen to offer a site at the club. The area chosen was formerly a quarry and unsuitable for golf-
greens or tees. It is close to a small pool and a footpath runs alongside.

Dawn Taylor, Environment team lead at Church and Oswaldtwistle Rotary, applied to the 
Woodland Trust for free trees. They have provided the trees from their Wildlife collection 
including Rowan, Blackthorn, Hawthorn, Silver Birch, Sessile Oak and Hazel.

These varieties will establish food and shelter for wildlife and create a living legacy for future 
generations.

The Queen’s Green Canopy, is an initiative that marks The 
Platinum Jubilee of Elizabeth II. 

Everyone is invited to plant a tree, creating a network across the 
UK and a green legacy in honour of The Queen’s service. Church 
and Oswaldtwistle Rotary are proud to have made a contribution 
towards this excellent project. 

If you would like to get involved with our Environment projects 
please contact Dawn on 07756470336.

Church and Oswaldtwistle 
Rotary support the Queens 
Green Canopy

Pictured- John Bailey, Friends and Rotarians from
Accrington Rotary & Church & Oswaldtwistle Rotary.
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It was 9 months in the planning and one of the largest events in the club’s 30 year history, but the Preston 
Guld Rotary’s charity run along Preston’s newest road has been hailed as a resounding success.

Over the past few years, the breakfast club at Preston has developed an expertise in organising charity runs 
with several events down the Ribble Way and in 2019 a successful run down the unopened Penwortham 
Bypass which raised over £7,000. So impressed with the club’s ability, local councillors and staff tipped the 
club off that there could be a chance of a future run along the Preston Western Bypass. We now joke that 
the club is LCCs preferred provider of runs along new roads.

Meetings were held with the contractors Costain, but due to work schedules a date for the run was agreed 
for Saturday October 29th warm summer weather was not all that certain!

Eventually, the great day dawned, and the weather was horrendous, we gathered in the dark in the 
middle of a muddy field in pouring rain at 8am. Despite this, no one let us down, all our 36 volunteers and 
friends turned up and cheerfully got on with their allocated tasks. Our risk assessment was well practised 
and where we identified possible problems our members rose to the challenge and dealt with them. We 
were glad when it all finished at 4pm though and 600 runners had run up and down in the rain.

Whilst raising money was important, an essential element was to present Rotary in an attractive 
positive way, to this end we’ve reached over 10,000 people on our Facebook site www.facebook.com/
RotaryBreakfast we’ve linked with local schools with one of them, St Mary’s Primary School Lea Town 
raising £500 through car parking donations. In addition, we know that a number of our runners were 
raising money for their own good cause and at least £2,500 has been raised in this way. 

The total raised by the club was an astonishing £18,000 which will soon be finding it’s way to support 
various good causes. However, since the run, and seemingly unconnected with it we’ve a possibility of 
4 new members and the return of a former member, we don’t know why, it could be the substantial 
publicity gained, the end of covid, or just our president’s charismatic personality, but it’s given the club a 
new sense of vitality and enthusiasm.

We extend a warm welcome to anyone passing through or visiting Preston at 7.15am on a Friday morning, 
who might like to join us for breakfast at the University and also, if you know of a new road being built in 
your area there’s a real opportunity as runners will want to run down it, feel free to contact us if you need 
any help.

Preston Guild

Preston Western
Bypass Run
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Following successful Wrap Up projects in 2019 & 2021 once again Rotarians and volunteers 
undertook the collection of warm winter coats for ‘those in need’

Wrap Up was originally founded in 2010 by “Hands On” London, whereby volunteers 
collected coats at tube stations, public areas and workplaces over 2 weeks. The coats were 
then distributed to nominated charities who passed them onto the homeless, vulnerable, 
refugees, under privileged and anyone in need.

Having seen the great benefits of the Hands On London project, 2018 saw Rotary in East 
Lanc’s replicate in their local area. The outcome was a massive success and other areas in 
Lancashire and Cumbria were encouraged to join in 2019 and by 2021 the initiative had been 
adopted by Rotary countrywide. It is a very simple concept, collect unwanted coats and give 
them to those in need.

Wrap Up is a fantastic example of Rotary working with and in the community. Involvement 
includes non-Rotarians, businesses, charities, places of work, churches, schools, young, old and 
anyone in between who come together for the wider good. Involvement includes donating 
warm winter coats, allowing collection points, providing sorting areas, ensuring the coats are 
useable, bagging and delivery to the nominated charities. Nothing is wasted.

WRAP UP
LANCASHIRE & CUMBRIA 2022
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So, what happened in the 2022 Wrap Up collection in Lancashire & Cumbria;

COLLECTION POINTS – 86, with 4797 COATS COLLECTED & DISTRIBUTED, supporting 43 
Charities. Including to name a few; Nightsafe, Women Community Matters, Furness Homeless 
Support, Salvation Army, The Probation Service, Spectrum Community Health CIC, Preston 
United, Helping Hearts, Care & Share.

In addition, there were well over 600 items including hats, scarves & non warm winter coats 
which went to other charities.

The result is that nearly 5,000 people in Lancashire & Cumbria who would not have had 
a warm winter coat now own one. Nationally the figure will be in the many of tens of 
thousands.

The project will be repeated in 2023 and everyone can get involved, if you are interested in 
becoming involved, please email wrapupukorg@gmail.com
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In early October the Rotary Club of Burnley Pendleside were contacted by Church & 
Oswaldtwistle Rotary Club to open a dialogue between the two clubs with regards to the 
relocation of one of Lancashire County Council’s Education Department’s Specialist Schools 
moving from Oswaldtwistle to Burnley.

Church & Oswaldtwistle Rotary had built up a supportive role with the school over very 
many years when it was located in the Accrington area.
Historically during their tenure, the school held events throughout the year which they 
invited Rotary members and other people to, such as Broadfield Talent Contest, School 
Christmas Show/Pantomime and so on. 
 
Ultimately the demands Broadfield placed historically on Rotary were very far from 
onerous and the expectation was that the same would apply to Burnley Pendleside Rotary. 
This school is totally unlike any secondary school you may have encountered, by some 
considerable margin! The school was last rated as outstanding by OFSTED. On hand to greet 
us at the school and look after us was Anna Pye, the Head of Extended Services for the 
school.
 
Because of the appalling weather our tour concentrated on the indoor facilities; good old 
domestic science rooms with up-to-date equipment; information technology rooms with 
sufficient IT kit; science labs kitted out to make learning worthwhile; design and technology 
rooms complete with a working forge; music rooms and recording studios most up and 
coming musicians and artistes would simply droll over.

“Look Five Grandpa’s”
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of your local Norwest Issue?

If you would like to receive an 
email copy of your Norwest 
Magazine then please contact the 
editor (details of which can be 
found on pg 3)

Of course, all the basics normally expected of such an establishment were fulfilled to a very 
high standard; form rooms; gyms; assembly halls, catering facilities. From inside the comfort 
of the school we could see the outside facilities were up to an equally high standard; sports 
and horticulture especially.
 
So doing a comprehensive tour of the school restored some of my faith in the system 
providing for the needs of these students, which sadly, through very personal experience 
in other parts of the country I know to be very difficult. We experienced teachers that are 
truly amazing, who treat their students, some of whom are very disabled, with absolute 
dedication. Undoubtedly the highlight for all of us during our visit was whilst we were 
waiting to be introduced to a teacher and their students, one of the students on seeing us 
outside the doorway exclaimed “Look Five Grandpas!!!”
 
In December various members of Burnley Pendleside Rotary, accompanied their Santa Sleigh 
visited Broadfield Special School. Fortunately, we were blessed with a beautiful morning 
albeit freezing.
 
It would be a great understatement to say the students were thrilled to see Father 
Christmas, he was given many, many hugs - all of them were so hugely meaningful and 
personal from the young people to Father Christmas.
Anna Pye the Head of Extended Services for the school told us how grateful she was to our 
club for providing the pupils with the thrill and excitement of meeting Father Christmas.
 
In addition to giving the Broadfield children the Santa Experience, about thirty children 
from the local nursery came to see Santa.
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DONATE TODAY: 
WWW.ROTARYGBI.ORG/DONATE

Charity number 1002059

Sustaining Member
Become a Sustaining Member.

$100 a year
Already a Sustaining Member? 

Consider increasing your donation  
to join the Paul Harris Society.

Polio Plus Society
Become a member of the  

Polio Plus Society.

$100 a year

Bequest Society
Do you want a legacy? - Please 

consider making a commitment in 
your will and join the  

Bequest Society.

How can I give?

Improve Lives     Change Lives     Save Lives

The Rotary Foundation. 
Why you should donate.

You can choose where your money goes
Through supporting Rotarian’s projects, your donations go to:

Annual Fund     Endowment Fund     Polio Plus Fund

Rotarians positively impacting the lives of those in need  
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E N T E R T A I N M E N T  C E N T R E

THE



www.PrintplusGroup.com

F I T

Cocker Avenue
Poulton Industrial Estate

Poulton-Le-Fylde
FY6 8JU

Cumbria & Lancashire

PrintPlus- print partners to

  The only printing 
    company you will 

         ever need!

01253 299620

Since 1989, The Printplus Group have been 
supplying the best quality print to the trade 
and public. Celebrating 30 years in business, 
we continue to succeed with our quality, 
attention to detail and customer service.

Is your Christmas 
Sleigh ready for 
a refurb? - We can 
print your new stickers, 
whatever size you need!
Call us today for your 
FREE Quote.

in Blackpool

on the Fylde

in Hyndburn

in Preston

Follow us on Social Media!

100
Business Cards

from

£20
plus VAT

Pull Up
Banners

from

£45
plus VAT

Rotary
Car Stickers

from only

£1.50 each
(minimum order 25)


